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Abstract
Sensory conflict, eye-movement, and postural instability theories each have difficulty accounting for the
motion sickness experienced during head-mounted display based virtual reality (HMD VR). In this paper
we review the limitations of existing theories in explaining cybersickness and propose a practical
alternative approach. We start by providing a clear operational definition of provocative motion
stimulation during active HMD VR. In this situation, whenever the user makes a head movement, his/her
virtual head will tend to trail its true position and orientation due to the display lag (or motion to photon
latency). Importantly, these differences in virtual and physical head pose (DVP) will vary over time. Based
on our own research findings, we propose that cybersickness in HMD VR is triggered by large magnitude,
time-varying patterns of DVP. We then show how this hypothesis can be tested by: (1) systematically
manipulating display lag magnitudes and head movement speeds across HMD VR conditions; and (2)
comparing the estimates of the user's DVP in each of these conditions to their own reports of
cybersickness severity. We believe that this approach will allow researchers to precisely predict which
situations will (and will not) be provocative for cybersickness in HMD VR.
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Sensory conflict, eye-movement, and postural instability theories each have difficulty
accounting for the motion sickness experienced during head-mounted display based
virtual reality (HMD VR). In this paper we review the limitations of existing theories in
explaining cybersickness and propose a practical alternative approach. We start by
providing a clear operational definition of provocative motion stimulation during active
HMD VR. In this situation, whenever the user makes a head movement, his/her virtual
head will tend to trail its true position and orientation due to the display lag (or motion to
photon latency). Importantly, these differences in virtual and physical head pose (DVP)
will vary over time. Based on our own research findings, we propose that cybersickness
in HMD VR is triggered by large magnitude, time-varying patterns of DVP. We then
show how this hypothesis can be tested by: (1) systematically manipulating display lag
magnitudes and head movement speeds across HMD VR conditions; and (2) comparing
the estimates of the user’s DVP in each of these conditions to their own reports of
cybersickness severity. We believe that this approach will allow researchers to precisely
predict which situations will (and will not) be provocative for cybersickness in HMD VR.
Keywords: head-mounted display, motion sickness, cybersickness, motion-to-photon latency, sensory conflict,
postural instability

INTRODUCTION
Anyone who has tried virtual reality (VR) using modern head-mounted displays (HMDs) cannot
help but be impressed by their potential. These increasingly affordable, consumer-friendly devices
are now able to transport their users to highly immersive computer-generated worlds. The
interactive, multisensory feedback that they provide can generate compelling feelings of presence
(or “being there”) and realistic user responses to these virtual environments (Schubert et al., 2001;
Cummings and Bailenson, 2016; Skarbez et al., 2017).
The promise of this revolutionary technology can clearly be seen by the host of applications
already developed for its use (e.g., in SteamVR, Oculus and Viveport). To date, HMD VR
applications have been created for advertising, archaeology, architecture, business, clinical
psychology, defense, design, education, engineering, entertainment and the arts, health and safety,
gaming, manufacturing, medicine, real estate, research, simulation training, sport, social media,
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If this cybersickness cannot be substantially reduced, then
HMD gaming may fail commercially (as 3D television did
recently for home entertainment). We therefore need a better
understanding of both the causes and the development of
cybersickness in HMD VR, so that we can find more effective
ways to mitigate it. While the experience of cybersickness
can vary substantially from one HMD user to another
(McCauley and Sharkey, 1992): (1) disorientation appears to be
a very common symptom (Lawson, 2014; Rebenitsch and Owen,
2016); and (2) vomiting during or after HMD VR is rare (Stanney
et al., 1998b; Kingdon et al., 2001). According to Kennedy et al.
(2010), HMD VR also tends to cause more nausea, and fewer
oculomotor, symptoms than non-HMD VR. These cybersickness
symptoms can persist even after the user removes their HMD. In
some cases, they can still be reported up to 12 h after the exposure
(Kennedy and Lilienthal, 1994; Kennedy et al., 1994; Merhi et al.,
2007).
Lawson (2014) has recently noted that there is “no
comprehensive and universally accepted theory of motion
sickness etiology” (p. 533). This statement also applies to the
cybersickness experienced in HMD VR. Thus, in this paper, we
propose a new way to understand and study this cybersickness.
However, before we outline our hypothesis and recommend an
approach for testing it, we will first review the existing theories of
cybersickness and their supporting evidence.

telecommunications, tourism, and urban design (e.g., Tate et al.,
1997; Hogue et al., 1999; Blascovich et al., 2002; Simons and
Melzer, 2003; Mujber et al., 2004; Villani et al., 2007; Ch’ng, 2009;
Phan and Choo, 2010; Wiederhold et al., 2014; Gonizzi Barsanti
et al., 2015; Grabowski and Jankowski, 2015; Elliman et al., 2016;
Eubanks et al., 2016; Khor et al., 2016; Ortegon-Sarmiento et al.,
2016; Bernardo, 2017; Andersen and Popescu, 2018; Jensen and
Konradsen, 2018; Pot-Kolder et al., 2018; Han and Cho, 2019;
Yildirim, 2019a,b; Chen et al., 2020).
Unfortunately, despite the potential of HMD VR, user
experiences of motion sickness continue to limit its adoption
(Biocca, 1992; Draper et al., 2001; Patterson et al., 2006; Merhi
et al., 2007; Sharples et al., 2008; Lawson, 2014; Rebenitsch and
Owen, 2016, 2020; Munafo et al., 2017; Palmisano et al., 2017;
Weech et al., 2018; Arcioni et al., 2019; Clifton and Palmisano,
2019; Risi and Palmisano, 2019). This paper is focused on better
understanding this cybersickness1 , as well as proposing new ways
to study, and potentially mitigate, it.

The Problem of Cybersickness
Despite heavy investment in possible hardware and software
solutions over the last decade, many users still become sick
during HMD VR (Rebenitsch and Owen, 2016, 2020). For
example, in our recent research using modern HMDs and
commercial video games, more than 80% of participants reported
some cybersickness after only 10–15 min of HMD VR gameplay
(Clifton and Palmisano, 2019; Risi and Palmisano, 2019; Teixeira
and Palmisano, 2020). From their own anecdotal reports,
these HMD users appear to transition quite rapidly from
pleasurable feelings of immersion to unpleasant experiences of
cybersickness (see Boyd, 2014; Lewis, 2015). This cybersickness
can present as a variety of signs and symptoms, including nausea,
stomach awareness, increased/decreased salivation, sensations of
bodily warmth, sweating, changes in facial pallor, disorientation,
dizziness, vertigo, fainting, light headedness, fullness of head,
blurred vision, eye strain, difficulty focusing, drowsiness,
headache, fatigue, and sometimes even vomiting and retching
(Ebenholtz, 1992; McCauley and Sharkey, 1992; Stanney et al.,
1998b; LaViola, 2000; Lawson, 2014; Rebenitsch and Owen, 2016;
Gavgani et al., 2017a).
Unfortunately, cybersickness in HMD VR tends to be more
provocative than the sickness produced by other types of VR
(Howarth and Costello, 1997; Sharples et al., 2008; Kim et al.,
2014; Dennison et al., 2016; Yildirim, 2019a,b). For example, in
a recent study, Dennison et al. (2016) found that while 11 of
their 20 participants were too sick to continue the HMD VR
simulation, none of them dropped out when the same simulation
was presented via desktop VR. Similarly, Yildirim (2019a) found
that cybersickness was common after only 6 min of HMD VR
gameplay, whereas minimal sickness was produced when playing
desktop versions of the same games.

PART 1: REVIEW OF EXISTING THEORIES
OF CYBERSICKNESS
Most current theories of cybersickness were originally created to
explain motion sickness in the real world (such as car, sea, and air
sickness) or in vehicle simulators. A variety of different triggers
have been proposed for this sickness, including sensory conflict,
neural mismatch, visual illusions of self-motion, errors in
perceiving the direction of gravity or which parts of the scene are
stationary, increased postural instability, excessive eye-motion,
and even misperceptions of poisoning (Reason and Brand, 1975;
Treisman, 1977; Reason, 1978; Oman, 1982, 1990; Hettinger et al.,
1990; Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991; Ebenholtz, 1992; Ebenholtz
et al., 1994; Bles et al., 1998; Stoffregen and Smart, 1998; Nalivaiko
et al., 2014). Below we outline these different explanations of
motion sickness and discuss the evidence for and against them
(including data in HMD VR where it is available).

Sensory Conflict Theories of Motion
Sickness
Sensory conflict remains the most cited explanation for all
types of motion sickness, including cybersickness (Keshavarz
et al., 2014; Rebenitsch and Owen, 2016; Yildirim, 2019a). These
theories focus on the self-motion and orientation information
provided by vision, the vestibular system of the inner ear and
the other non-vestibular proprioceptive senses (Guedry, 1991;
Palmisano et al., 2011a,b; Keshavarz et al., 2014). Each of these
sensory systems has its own specializations and limitations. For
example, while vision can detect a variety of self-motions (based
on the optic flow that we see when we move), the vestibular

1 Cybersickness refers to sickness experienced in both HMD and non-HMD
VR. It can also be used to describe the adverse effects produced by large
projection/dome screens, Cave Automatic Virtual Environments (CAVE), and VR
theaters (McCauley and Sharkey, 1992).
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2001; Akiduki et al., 2003; Bonato et al., 2005, 2008, 2009; Bubka
et al., 2007; Palmisano et al., 2007, 2017; Howarth and Hodder,
2008; Keshavarz and Hecht, 2011a; Nishiike et al., 2013; Chen
et al., 2016; Gavgani et al., 2017b). However, it has often been
criticized for its inability to make precise, quantitative predictions
about motion sickness in the future (Stoffregen and Riccio, 1991;
McCauley and Sharkey, 1992; Bles et al., 1998; Draper et al., 2001;
Davis et al., 2014; Keshavarz et al., 2014; Lawson, 2014; Lackner
and DiZio, 2020). In their recent review, Keshavarz et al. (2014)
noted that “the range of conceivable conflicts is so wide that it is
difficult to devise experiments [that] would falsify the theory” (p.
654). Lackner and DiZio (2020) have also argued that because “we
do not have an adequate understanding of the formation, nature
and operation of [the neural store]” (p. 1212) this limits the
predictive and explanatory capability of the theory. Researchers
attempting to test the theory are forced to make assumptions
about: (1) whether a particular stimulus will produce a neural
mismatch or not; and (2) if it does, how much mismatch will
be generated. The need to make such assumptions clearly limits
the practical utility of the theory for studying motion sickness.
Thus, as Ebenholtz et al. (1994) note “in its present form, [sensory
rearrangement theory] may be untestable” (p. 1034).

system is specialized for detecting accelerating head motion and
orientation with respect to gravity (with the semicircular canals
and otolith organs responding best to angular and linear head
accelerations, respectively; Howard, 1982). Other useful sources
of information are also provided about our orientation with
respect to gravity based on visual frame and polarity cues, as well
as the inertia of our limbs and the forces acting on our bodies
(Lishman and Lee, 1973; Lee and Lishman, 1975; Howard, 1982;
Howard and Childerson, 1994; Allison et al., 1999; Howard and
Hu, 2001).
It is commonly assumed that motion sickness can be triggered
whenever two or more of the above sensory systems provide
contradictory information (Claremont, 1931; Reason and Brand,
1975). For example, Hettinger et al. (1990) argued that the motion
sickness experienced during visually induced illusions of selfmotion was due to visual-vestibular conflict. In this case, the
observer’s optic flow indicates that he/she is moving, but the lack
of corresponding activity from the inner ears suggests (correctly)
that he/she is stationary. However, this is only one of a number
of different sensory conflict accounts of motion sickness (see
Treisman, 1977; Reason, 1978; Oman, 1982, 1990; Bles et al.,
1998; Prothero and Parker, 2003). Below we first describe the best
known, and most highly cited, of these sensory conflict theories
of motion sickness: the sensory rearrangement theory (Reason,
1978). We then proceed on to describe: (1) the modifications
that have been made to this theory over the years; and (2) some
alternative hypotheses about the exact relationships between
sensory conflict and motion sickness.

Mathematical model of sensory rearrangement theory
In an attempt to address these criticisms, Oman (1982, 1990)
created a mathematical model of sensory rearrangement theory. In
this model: (1) muscular activity (m) is generated to move toward
a desired destination (xd ), (2) due to actual body dynamics
(B), this results in movement to position x at time 1; (3) the
consequences of this movement are detected by the senses (S)
in the presence of external noise (ne ), resulting in a sensory
outcome (a); (4) the neural store computes the expected sensory
outcome (â) of the movement, based on m and internal estimates
of the other components (i.e., x̂, Ŝ, and B̂); and 5) the motion
sickness produced is estimated as the vector difference between
these actual (a) and expected (â) sensory outcomes. The greater
the vector difference, the more likely the model will be to trigger
motion sickness, and the more severe it will be. A weighted
amount of this vector difference is also fed back into the model
to update the neural store, allowing it to simulate the sensory
adaptation/habituation that occurs during repeated exposures to
initially provocative stimuli (Hill and Howarth, 2000; Howarth
and Hodder, 2008).
While this mathematical model represents a considerable
improvement on earlier versions of sensory rearrangement theory
(Reason and Brand, 1975; Reason, 1978), assumptions still need
to be made about its input parameters, connection weightings,
and the non-linearities involved. Thus, some practical problems
making predictions using this theory remain even after the
mathematical model is implemented.

Sensory Rearrangement Theory
According to this theory, sensory conflict alone is not sufficient
to induce motion sickness (Reason, 1978). It is assumed that
we have access to a neural store of every pattern of motion
stimulation that we have ever been exposed to. Whenever we plan
a movement, the expected pattern of multisensory stimulation
for this movement is chosen from the neural store. After the
movement is initiated, this expected pattern is then compared
to the actual pattern of stimulation arriving from our senses.
According to the theory, motion sickness should only occur when
there is a discrepancy between our currently sensed and expected
patterns of stimulation, referred to as a neural mismatch. The
likelihood of us becoming sick, and the severity of our sickness,
should increase with the degree of this neural mismatch. Our
motion sickness should also decrease with repeated exposures
to an initially provocative stimulus. This is because our neural
store will be recalibrated during each exposure, resulting in a
little less neural mismatch on each subsequent exposure. While
the theory is focused on planned self-motions, it predicts that
motion sickness should be even more likely when we are not
in control of our motion (e.g., when we are passengers in a
moving automobile).

Other Sensory Conflict Accounts
Criticisms of sensory rearrangement theory

In our everyday life we are exposed to many potentially
provocative sensory conflict situations (at least as they are defined
by Reason and Brand, 1975). However, we rarely experience any
motion sickness (Stoffregen and Riccio, 1991). Thus, Ebenholtz
et al. (1994) have argued that “[w]hat is needed are a priori

It is generally acknowledged that sensory rearrangement theory
can provide convincing post-hoc explanations of the motion
sickness findings of many past studies (Rolnick and Lubow, 1991;
Howarth and Finch, 1999; Hill and Howarth, 2000; Draper et al.,
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vertical as predicted on the basis of previous experience”
(Bles et al., 1998, pp. 481–482—see also Bos and Bles,
1998, 2002; de Graaf et al., 1998; Bles et al., 2000; Bos
et al., 2008). Bles et al. (1998) also implemented this
hypothesis as a mathematical model that constructs: (1) a
sensed vertical (by integrating incoming sensory information
from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive senses); (2)
an expected vertical (based on past experiences); and (3) a
subjective vertical (which is based on the difference vector
between the sensed and expected verticals). According to their
hypothesis, it is the vector difference between (1) and (3)
that generates motion sickness. Thus, sensory conflicts that
do not affect the subjective vertical should not provoke any
motion sickness. Like the classical sensory rearrangement theory
(from which it evolved), this hypothesis can also explain why
motion sickness decreases with repeated exposure to initially
provocative stimuli.

criteria for distinguishing conflict from non-conflict situations”
(p. 1034). In recent years, theorists have attempted to precisely
specify exactly which types of sensory conflicts cause motion
sickness. Below we outline four different hypotheses about what
these critical conflicts might be.

The vection conflict hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, visual illusions of self-motion
(vection; see Palmisano et al., 2015) are required to
trigger both visually induced motion sickness (VIMS) and
cybersickness (Hettinger et al., 1990; Kennedy et al., 1990;
McCauley and Sharkey, 1992; Stanney et al., 1998a; Hill and
Howarth, 2000; Howarth and Hodder, 2008). When stationary
observers are exposed to visual self-motion simulations only
some of them become sick. According to Hettinger et al.
(1990), what differentiates “sick” from “well” observers is their
experience of vection. Even though both groups are exposed to
the same sensory conflict (i.e., their visual stimulation indicates
self-motion, whereas their inertial stimulation suggests they are
stationary), it is only when this multisensory stimulation induces
vection that sickness symptoms emerge. This could explain
why many sensory conflict situations do not provoke sickness
(because they do not induce any, or sufficient, vection). It might
also explain why there are individual differences in susceptibility
to VIMS and cybersickness since the vection experienced during
the same visual motion stimulation can vary quite widely across
individuals (Seno et al., 2017).

Empirical evidence. This hypothesis also provides several readily
testable assertions. Consistent with its predictions, motion
sickness appears to be more likely when our head moves away
from alignment with gravity (Lackner and DiZio, 2006; Thornton
and Bonato, 2013; Chen et al., 2016). Bubka and Bonato (2003)
have also reported that VIMS increases with (assumed) subjective
vertical conflict. When their physically upright observers were
placed inside a large rotating drum2 , VIMS occurred more
rapidly when the drum was tilted away from alignment with
gravity (by 5◦ and 10◦ compared to the 0◦ control). While at
first glance these findings appear consistent with the subjective
vertical conflict hypothesis, it is problematic that motion sickness
was induced by their 0◦ tilt control. According to the hypothesis,
no motion sickness should have been induced in this condition,
because: (1) the drum had vertical stripes on its inner wall
and was rotating smoothly (not wobbling) about a true Earthvertical axis, and (2) the observer’s head was always upright
and fixed at the center of the drum’s rotation. Several other
studies have confirmed that VIMS during pure yaw rotation is
not due to inadvertent roll or pitch head-movements (Bonato
et al., 2005; Nooij et al., 2017). Thus, based on this evidence,
subjective vertical conflict also does not appear to be necessary
for motion sickness.

Empirical evidence. This hypothesis predicts that VIMS and
cybersickness should: (1) never occur without vection; and (2) be
more likely to occur, and more severe, during stronger vection.
Consistent with the hypothesis, the findings of a number of VIMS
and cybersickness studies appear to support these predictions
(Hettinger et al., 1990; Flanagan et al., 2002; Smart et al., 2002;
Bonato et al., 2004, 2005, 2008; Diels et al., 2007; Palmisano et al.,
2007; Nooij et al., 2017, 2018; Clifton and Palmisano, 2019; Risi
and Palmisano, 2019). However, other studies have reported nonsignificant or negative relationships between vection and sickness
(Webb and Griffin, 2002, 2003; Lawson, 2005; Bonato et al., 2008;
Ji et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011; Golding et al., 2012; Keshavarz
et al., 2014, 2015; Riecke and Jordan, 2015; Gavgani et al., 2017b;
Palmisano et al., 2017, 2018; Palmisano and Riecke, 2018; Kuiper
et al., 2019; Teixeira and Palmisano, 2020). Nooij et al. (2017)
recently found that the relationship between vection strength and
VIMS was stronger when it was examined within (as opposed
across) participants. They proposed that such relationships might
not always be detectable at the group level—possibly explaining
the mixed findings above. However, while the exact relationship
between vection and motion sickness is currently unclear, Ji et al.
(2009) have shown that VIMS can occur without any vection.
This appears to be clear evidence against the strict vection conflict
hypothesis (as vection was not required in their study to induce
motion sickness).

The rest frame conflict hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, motion sickness is caused by
conflicting information about what is (and is not) stationary in
our surrounding environment (Prothero et al., 1999; Prothero
and Parker, 2003). While there are often multiple scene features
that could be stationary, it is proposed that only one of them
is chosen to serve as a rest frame. This selected rest frame then
acts as an important reference for making spatial judgements.
According to the rest frame hypothesis: (1) motion sickness
should only occur when sensory conflicts prevent the stable
perception of a single rest frame (all other sensory conflicts
should not be provocative); and (2) adding an independent visual
background to displays should reduce this motion sickness (as

The subjective vertical conflict hypothesis
According to this hypothesis: “all situations which provoke
motion sickness are characterized by a condition in which
the sensed vertical . . . is at variance with the subjective
Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org

2 Their optokinetic drum apparatus rotated in a wobbling fashion when its axis of
rotation was tilted away from gravity. However, its rotation was smooth when its
tilt was 0◦ .
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Empirical evidence Like sensory rearrangement theory,
Treisman’s hypothesis has also been criticized for being
difficult to test. Consistent with the hypothesis, research has
shown that: (1) bilateral vestibular loss not only prevents motion
sickness in humans, but it also impairs the vomiting responses
of dogs to certain poisons (Kennedy et al., 1968; Money and
Cheung, 1983; Cheung et al., 1991); and (2) motion sickness is
often accompanied by significant changes in body temperature
and skin conductance levels (see Min et al., 2006; Guo et al.,
2012; Kim et al., 2014; Gavgani et al., 2017a,b, 2018). It should
be noted that vomiting responses are extremely rare in HMD
VR. For example, Kingdon et al. (2001) found that only 15 of
their 1,028 university student participants vomited during, or
after, HMD VR. Given the rarity of vomiting (and retching)
responses in HMD VR, Treisman’s hypothesis does not appear
to be well-suited for understanding this type of cybersickness.
It certainly appears to be limited in terms of predicting the
occurrence of cybersickness in HMD VR.

this background would be selected as the rest frame and be
perceived to be consistent with the available inertial information).
The latter prediction suggests that cybersickness should be
reduced in HMD based augmented reality3 (compared to HMD
VR), because users would always be able to see the real world
beyond the superimposed synthetic content.
Empirical evidence. Compared to the other theories/hypotheses
discussed above, there has been less empirical investigation of the
rest frame hypothesis. Consistent with the hypothesis, Prothero
et al. (1999) found that cybersickness was reduced when their
laboratory wall was also visible in the HMD (compared to when
it was blocked from view using a mask). Duh et al. (2004)
also found that providing an independent visual background (a
distant grid) reduced VIMS in a driving simulator (compared
to a no background control). However, while both findings
appear consistent with the rest frame hypothesis, they may
simply reflect differences in the vection or subjective verticals
experienced with and without stationary backgrounds4 . Further
complicating the interpretation of these findings, it appears that
cybersickness can also be reduced by superimposing stationary
foreground (as opposed to background) surfaces onto virtual
environments (Chang E. et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2018). Thus, we
conclude that the available data for the rest frame hypothesis are
currently inconclusive.

The Eye-Movement Theory of Motion
Sickness
According to this theory, motion sickness is triggered by
extraocular eye muscle proprioception (not sensory conflict)
(Ebenholtz, 1992; Ebenholtz et al., 1994). It is proposed that
excessive eye muscle traction5 not only stimulates cells in
the vestibular nuclei, but also the vagus nerve, which in
turn triggers emesis (the reflexive purging response described
above). This theory is particularly focused on nystagmus—
the compensatory rhythmic eye-movements made in response
to prolonged visual/vestibular motion stimulation. However,
according to Ebenholtz (1992), “any condition yielding an error
in eye-movement control, along with the ensuing feedback and
error-correcting signal, is a potential source of motion sickness”
(p. 303). Several different oculomotor reflexes attempt to keep
vision single, stable, and clear during real/apparent motion.
Consider what happens when a person seated on a spinning
chair repeatedly rolls their head between upright and tilted
toward one shoulder. This not only generates torsional eyemovements (triggered by the otolith organs), but also horizontal
and vertical nystagmus (triggered primarily by the cross-coupling
of the semicircular canals). According to Ebenholtz et al., the
excessive eye muscle traction generated by these complex and
competing oculomotor responses should stimulate the vagus
nerve. However, while their theory explains why this particular
situation should, and does, cause motion sickness (Guedry and
Montague, 1961), it is unclear: (1) exactly how much eye muscle
traction is required to trigger sickness; and (2) why some eyemovements are provocative and others are not. Thus, the theory
appears to suffer from similar problems to sensory rearrangement
theory in terms of predicting the occurrence and severity of
cybersickness in HMD VR.

The poison hypothesis
This hypothesis is an evolutionary account of why motion
sickness exists. It is often used to explain the particular signs
and symptoms of motion sickness. It is not designed to predict
which stimulus conditions will induce it or how it will develop
afterwards. Thus, some theorists do not regard it as a competitor
for the above explanations of motion sickness. According to
this poison hypothesis, motion sickness only occurs when a
sensory conflict suggests that we have ingested poison (Treisman,
1977). When swallowed, we will often purge harmful substances
from our bodies by vomiting. It is proposed that in some
cases responses related to purging (such as stomach awareness,
vertigo and dizziness) are triggered by the activity of our visual,
vestibular, and proprioceptive control systems. According to
Treisman these senses act as an early warning system for the
effects of neurotoxins. However, when they register patterns of
motion stimulation similar to those during actual intoxication,
this can accidently trigger emesis (a reflexive response involving
vomiting, nausea, and retching). This hypothesis has recently
been extended by Nalivaiko et al. (2014) who propose that:
(1) motion sickness triggers defensive hypothermia that acts
to cool the sufferer’s body; and (2) sweating and changes in
skin conductance should therefore provide useful, objective
information about the onset and development of motion sickness
(Gavgani et al., 2017a,b, 2018).
3 HMD

AR differs from HMD VR in that the visual environment is only partially
produced by the computer (Azuma, 1997). Typically, the virtual content is
superimposed over real views of the user’s actual environment.
4 E.g., adding a stationary visual background should have prevented/impaired
vection in both studies (Ohmi et al., 1987). Similarly, adding a large background
grid could have altered perceptions of the subjective vertical.

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org
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to find relationships between postural instability and motion
sickness (Kennedy and Stanney, 1996; Cobb and Nichols, 1998;
Warwick-Evans et al., 1998; Cobb, 1999; Akiduki et al., 2003;
Dennison and D’Zmura, 2017). In the latter (null finding) studies,
postural instability was typically assessed only in terms of the
spatial magnitude of the person’s movements (e.g., with longer
sway paths, larger sway areas and greater positional variability
being interpreted as evidence of greater postural instability).
However, such measures assume that postural activity is locally
self-similar over time. As this is rarely the case, we also need to
consider the temporal dynamics of the person’s movements when
looking for postural precursors of motion sickness (Stoffregen
et al., 2010; Koslucher et al., 2016; Munafo et al., 2017). Thus, it is
possible that the relationships predicted by this theory could still
be found in the data of the latter studies when they are subjected
to non-linear analyses (such as detrended fluctuation analysis or
recurrence quantification analysis—see Apthorp et al., 2014 and
Palmisano et al., 2018 for related discussions).
Research on postural instability theory currently appears to be
limited by the state of our knowledge. For example, Keshavarz
et al. (2014) recently stated that “it would appear that [Stoffregen
and his colleagues] view postural instability theory as consistent
with an increase in postural sway prior to [motion sickness],
a decrease in postural sway prior to [motion sickness], or an
increase in the variability of postural sway prior to [motion
sickness]” (p. 660). This suggests that better (or more reliable)
methods of identifying postural instability, and increases in
postural instability, may be required in the future.

Consistent with the predictions of this theory, VIMS has been
found to: (1) increase with the frequency and slow phase velocity
of optokinetic nystagmus (Hu and Stern, 1998; Ji et al., 2009); (2)
decrease when optokinetic nystagmus is suppressed (Flanagan
et al., 2002; Webb and Griffin, 2002; Ji et al., 2009); and (3)
be related to the decay rate of this optokinetic nystagmus (Guo
et al., 2017). These results do not however provide conclusive
evidence for the theory—as the conditions used in these studies
would also have altered visual-vestibular conflict and vection
(Stern et al., 1990; Hu et al., 1997). Further complicating the story,
and contrary to the hypothesis, Nooij et al. (2017) recently failed
to find significant relationships between optokinetic nystagmus
and VIMS. According to the hypothesis, preventing the observer
from making any eye-movements should also prevent them from
experiencing motion sickness (since there will be no eye muscle
traction signals to trigger symptoms). However, contrary to this
key prediction, Money and Wood (1970) found that preventing
visual and vestibular eye-movements did not alter the amount of
physical motion required to make dogs vomit.

The Postural Instability Theory of Motion
Sickness
While most researchers have assumed that sensory conflict plays
an important role in motion sickness, Riccio and Stoffregen
(1991) argue that sensory conflict does not actually exist6 . Instead
they propose that prolonged postural instability (of either our
body or its segments) is the cause of all types of motion-sickness.
According to their postural instability theory, motion sickness
occurs when our mechanisms for maintaining postural stability
are undermined. It predicts that: (1) individuals who are naturally
unstable will be more likely to become sick; (2) this motion
sickness will be preceded by increases in postural instability and
persist until stability is restored; and (3) motion sickness will
be more likely, and become more severe, the longer we remain
unstable (Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991; Stoffregen and Smart,
1998; Munafo et al., 2017). While the severity of this sickness is
also expected to increase with the degree of postural instability,
Riccio and Stoffregen (1991) note that what constitutes postural
instability is “not yet well-understood” (p. 213).

Problems With Existing Theoretical
Approaches to Cybersickness
In the review above, we identified problems with existing
theories of cybersickness in terms of their proposed mechanisms,
their ability to be tested, or their level of support from the
empirical data.
We first considered the sensory conflict theories of motion
sickness. Based on our review, we concluded that: (1) it remains
difficult to determine a priori which types of sensory conflict
will provoke VIMS and cybersickness; (2) classical sensory
rearrangement theory and the poison hypothesis lack predictive
power and are difficult to test; (3) the data for the rest frame
hypothesis are inconclusive; and (4) VIMS and cybersickness can
occur without either vection conflict (Ji et al., 2009) or subjective
vertical conflict (Bonato et al., 2005). Thus, adopting these
sensory conflict approaches has not yet dramatically increased our
understanding of the causes of either VIMS or cybersickness.
We also reviewed Ebenholtz’s eye-movement theory of motion
sickness. In its current form, we believe this also has difficulty
precisely predicting the occurrence and severity of cybersickness
in HMD VR. While a recent review concludes that the human
data for the theory is insufficient (Keshavarz et al., 2014), the
animal findings have not thus far been supportive (Money and
Wood, 1970).
Finally, we also reviewed the evidence for the postural
instability theory of motion sickness. While studies using this
approach have been quite successful in identifying which users

Empirical Evidence
When taken at face value, the evidence for postural instability
theory appears to be mixed. While the theory is supported by the
findings of many VIMS and cybersickness studies (e.g., Baltzley
et al., 1989; Stoffregen and Smart, 1998; Stoffregen et al., 2000,
2008, 2010, 2014; Smart et al., 2002, 2014; Flanagan et al., 2004;
Yokota et al., 2005; Bonnet et al., 2006; Merhi et al., 2007;
Tanahashi et al., 2007; Reed-Jones et al., 2008; Villard et al., 2008;
Chang et al., 2012; Chang C. H. et al., 2013; Koslucher et al., 2015,
2016; Keshavarz et al., 2017; Munafo et al., 2017; Cook et al., 2018;
Palmisano et al., 2018; Arcioni et al., 2019; Risi and Palmisano,
2019; Teixeira and Palmisano, 2020), other studies have failed
6 Stoffregen and Riccio (1991) argue each pattern of multisensory stimulation
represents a specific animal-environment situation irrespective of whether the
stimulation from the different senses is “redundant” or not.
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top of their system’s baseline lag8 and examined its effects on
cybersickness. Most of these studies have examined the effects
of adding simple constant display lags. However, display lag in
HMD VR is not constant, but rather changes over time (Wu
et al., 2016; Stauffert et al., 2018). Thus, a few studies have also
examined the effects of time-varying display lag. Below we review
the effects that adding constant, periodic, and jittering display
lags have on cybersickness during active HMD VR.

will become sick in HMD VR (Munafo et al., 2017; Arcioni et al.,
2019; Risi and Palmisano, 2019; Teixeira and Palmisano, 2020),
researchers have not always found its predicted relationships
between postural activity and cybersickness (e.g., Dennison and
D’Zmura, 2017). As what constitutes postural instability is not yet
well-understood, it may be some time before major progress can
be made in understanding cybersickness using this approach.

PART 2: A NEW APPROACH FOR
STUDYING CYBERSICKNESS IN HMD VR

Effects of Adding Constant Display Lag on
Cybersickness
Research has shown that imposing an additional constant lag into
the system increases the likelihood and severity of cybersickness
(DiZio and Lackner, 1997; Jennings et al., 2000, 2004; Caserman
et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2019; Palmisano et al., 2019; Kim et al.,
2020). While a small number of studies have failed to find such
effects (Draper et al., 2001; Moss and Muth, 2011; Moss et al.,
2011), we note that the baseline lags of their systems were already
quite high (∼40–70 ms). Our own research has consistently
found that cybersickness is increased by imposing additional
constant lag into the system (Feng et al., 2019; Palmisano
et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020). Participants in these studies were
simulated to either be seated inside a virtual room (Figure 1,
Right) or moving forwards through a 3D cloud of randomly
positioned objects (Figure 1, Left). They were instructed to make
continuous yaw (Feng et al., 2019; Palmisano et al., 2019) or
pitch (Kim et al., 2020) head rotations during each 12 second
VR exposure. Irrespective of the simulation/environment, or
the axis/speed of head rotation, we consistently found that
cybersickness severity increased in a monotonic fashion with
increases in this constant display lag (Figures 2A–C).

Existing sensory conflict, eye-movement and postural instability
theories all appear to have difficulties predicting when, and how
much, cybersickness will be induced in HMD VR. This may be
(at least in part) because they are general theories of motion
sickness. That is, they were not specifically created to explain this
type of cybersickness. Hill and Howarth (2000) caution that while
some cybersickness symptoms can mimic those of other types of
motion sickness (e.g., VIMS), their origins are not necessarily the
same (see also Stanney et al., 1998b; Lawson, 2014; Palmisano
et al., 2017). This was the impetus for us to develop a new
approach to understanding and studying cybersickness in HMD
VR. As the hypothesis we will outline for this cybersickness is
focused on display lag (also known as motion-to-photon latency
or end-to-end latency), we will first review the past findings of
HMD studies on display lag effects below.

Display Lag Effects on Cybersickness in
HMD VR
Display lag refers to the time required for the user’s tracked
head movements to change the visual scene presented in their
HMD. In HMD VR, this lag is the combined result of sensing,
processing, data smoothing, transmission, rendering and frame
rate delays (Allison et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2016; Stauffert et al.,
2018). Research has shown that: (1) users are sensitive to small
changes in display lag (i.e., <20 ms; Ellis et al., 2004; Mania
et al., 2004); and (2) display lag can have detrimental effects
on user perceptions, performance and well-being (Frank et al.,
1988; DiZio and Lackner, 1997; Allison et al., 2001; Meehan
et al., 2003). Thus, in recent years, considerable efforts have
been made to reduce the effective display lag in modern HMD
systems. Nevertheless, some lag remains despite improvements
in the technology as well as the use of asynchronous time warping
(ATW) and predictive tracking software techniques7 .
Importantly, display lag is thought to be the main cause of
cybersickness in active HMD VR (Howarth and Finch, 1999;
Golding, 2016; Kinsella et al., 2016). To test this proposal,
researchers have typically injected additional display lag on

Effects of Periodic Display Lag on Cybersickness
Periodic variations in display lag can occur during HMD VR
due to system clocks, asynchronous processes, buffer times, and
sensor drift errors (Wu et al., 2016). Kinsella et al. (2016) and
St. Pierre et al. (2015) both examined the effects of periodic
variations in display lag on cybersickness. In these studies,
participants made natural head movements while completing
an object location task. As they moved their heads, the video
images of their surroundings were delayed by a variable or
constant amount of time before presentation on the HMD9 .
St. Pierre et al. (2015) found that cybersickness was greater
when a variable display lag with a frequency of 0.2 Hz and an
amplitude of 100 ms was added to their baseline system lag of
∼70 ms. This 0.2 Hz display lag was found to be even more
provocative for cybersickness when its amplitude varied (from
20 to 100 ms) instead of being fixed (at 100 ms). Kinsella et al.

7 In

8 This refers to the estimated latency of the HMD VR simulation without any
added artificial display lag. It is typically estimated by tracking the optical motions
of reference and delayed landmarks on the HMD via high-speed digital cameras
(Kim et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2019). Note: in systems using
prediction algorithms and ATW this will estimate the effective lag (not the actual
motion-to-photon latency).
9 Note: this technique only simulates the display lag effects produced by head
tracking errors in HMD VR (as HMD tracking data is not actually used to update
the display).

ATW, scene views are rendered based on the user’s initial head pose, but
then shifted (to correct for head motion during rendering) before being sent to
display (Van Waveren, 2016). However, as this warping process only corrects for
head rotations, stereo and motion cues to 3D layout will be distorted during head
translations. Predictive tracking can also reduce the effects of display lag (using
dead reckoning, Kalman or alpha-beta-gamma filters to predict where the user’s
head will be in the future; Kiruluta et al., 1997). However, this can cause the
opposite problem (where the user’s virtual head can lead its physical position
and orientation).
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FIGURE 1 | Representations of the simulated virtual environments used in our display lag studies. (Left) In Feng et al. (2019) participants were presented with a
radially expanding pattern of optic flow simulating forwards self-motion through a 3D cloud of randomly positioned objects. (Right) In Palmisano et al. (2019) and Kim
et al. (2020), the participant was instead simulated to be seated inside a “Tron-like” virtual room (with a wireframe ceiling and ground plane). Note: in the actual
displays environmental objects were always blue and the background of the virtual environment was always black (never white).

FIGURE 2 | Effects of increasing the mean display lag from ∼4 to ∼204 ms on cybersickness severity ratings when participants made continuous: (A) yaw head
rotations during visually simulated forwards self-motion (Feng et al., 2019); (B) yaw head rotations while they were simulated to be seated inside the “Tron-like” virtual
room (Palmisano et al., 2019; binocular viewing condition data only) and (C) pitch head rotations while they were again simulated to be seated inside the “Tron-like”
virtual room (Kim et al., 2020). Error bars in each of the three different plots represent standard errors of the mean. Mean data obtained during slow (0.5 Hz) and fast
(1.0 Hz) head movements are also identified.

Effects of Jittering Display Lag on Cybersickness

(2016) subsequently found that the cybersickness induced by
this 0.2 Hz variable lag was more severe than that induced by
a 1.0 Hz variable lag10 —suggesting that both real and apparent
motions around 0.2 Hz might be particularly provocative for
motion sickness (Golding et al., 2001).

Recently, Stauffert et al. (2018) also examined the effects of
brief latency spikes on cybersickness. Participants in their study
performed a virtual search task requiring them to make tracked
head movements. They were split into two groups. One group
had latency spikes injected into their HMD VR (on top of the
baseline system lag of ∼36 ms), whereas the other group did
not. These latency spikes were scheduled to occur randomly
(similar to the jittering display lag produced by underperforming

10

That is, cybersickness was more provocative when it took 5 s (compared to 10 s)
for the periodic display lag to complete a full cycle. Note: in our studies on the
effects of constant display lag, each HMD VR exposure only lasted 12 s.
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(Bronstein and Gresty, 1988; Collewijn and Smeets, 2000); and
(2) changes in head pose may be more difficult to detect
from the complex patterns of visual motion produced by head
translation12 . Thus, head translations are expected to be less likely
to produce provocative DVP compared to head rotations. We
also expect that once cybersickness is triggered, it will persist
until DVP decreases in both magnitude and variability (e.g., after
the HMD user minimizes her head motion and keeps it still for
some time).

systems). When a latency spike was scheduled to occur, head
tracking data were delayed by a minimum of 1.8 ms up to a
maximum of 60.7 ms (determined by a probability distribution).
Stauffert et al. found that cybersickness was significantly greater
for the group with the added latency spikes compared to the
control. Thus, it appears that randomly occurring spikes in
display lag can also exacerbate cybersickness.

A Hypothesis Specifically Developed for
Cybersickness in HMD VR

Our Explanation of Cybersickness During Passive
HMD VR

As noted above, this hypothesis was created to explain and
predict the effects of display lag on cybersickness during active
HMD VR. In this situation, display lag will cause inconsistencies
between the user’s available visual, vestibular, and non-vestibular
proprioceptive information about head position and orientation.
Consider the person in Figure 3A, who is actively rotating
her head in pitch while looking at the real world. When she
subsequently makes the same head movement while wearing an
HMD, the orientation of her virtual head (Figure 3B, pink) will
trail its true orientation (Figure 3B, green) due to the display
lag. These Differences in her Virtual and Physical head pose
(DVP) could be interpreted as either intersensory conflict or
non-redundant multisensory information. However, irrespective
of their interpretation, we propose that provocative patterns of
DVP are the primary trigger for cybersickness in HMD VR. As
can be seen in Figure 3B, the user’s DVP will vary over time.
Not only will it increase when she initiates a head movement,
and decrease sometime after this movement has completed, but
it will also vary throughout the movement (due to changes
in her head velocity, as well as variations in the display lag,
over time). Large changes in this DVP over time will not only
make her virtual world appear to swim and oscillate around
her (Allison et al., 2001; see Figure 3C for an explanation), but
it will also increase the likelihood of cybersickness (Kim et al.,
2020). It is proposed that time-varying DVP should still be
capable of triggering cybersickness even when it fails to reach
the threshold for conscious perception (e.g., when it is generated
by brief latency spikes—Stauffert et al., 2018). However, when it
does reach consciousness, learned associations between perceived
scene instability and past experiences of cybersickness could also
act to exacerbate symptom severity.
While the above example is focused on user head rotation
in pitch, our research suggests that head rotations in yaw (and
presumably also in roll) can generate provocative DVP during
HMD VR (Feng et al., 2019; Palmisano et al., 2019). During
each of these head rotations, DVP will increase in magnitude
and become more variable when: (1) additional (constant or
time-varying) display lag is injected into the system; and (2) the
user’s head-movement speed increases. We therefore expect that
both situations should increase the likelihood and severity of
cybersickness. We would however expect HMD users to be more
tolerant to the same display lags and head speeds during head
translations compared to head rotations, because: (1) evidence
suggests that vestibular sensitivity is lower for head translations11

While the DVP hypothesis outlined above is focused on active
HMD VR, it can be extended to explain the VIMS and
cybersickness experienced during passive viewing conditions.
For example, when the HMD user passively views a first-person
simulation of a virtual roller coaster ride. Let us first assume
that she is physically restrained to prevent any head or body
motion. In this case, the roller coaster simulation will still
generate large magnitude, time-varying DVP due to the absence
of non-visual stimulation confirming her visually simulated selfmotion. This DVP should still increase the likelihood of VIMS
even though display lag and head motion does not contribute
significantly to it in this case. Now let us assume that the
HMD user has been released from her postural restraints and
is shown the same simulation again. On her second passive
viewing of this virtual roller coaster ride, she will now tend to
make small, inadvertent compensatory head-movements (despite
her best efforts to keep her head still). If she is asked to stand
freely (rather than being seated), she will also tend to sway in
response to the roller coaster’s visual motion. Under these more
ecological passive viewing conditions, additional DVP will be
generated by the display lag, which should further increase the
likelihood and severity of motion sickness. However, in these
head-free and free-standing conditions, any sickness experienced
would now be referred to as cybersickness, rather than VIMS
(since it would not be due solely to the visual motion; DVP
due to head motion and display lag would also contribute to
this experience).

Why Is Cybersickness More Severe in HMDs?
Our DVP hypothesis also explains why this might be the case.
Let us compare the visual consequences of the same observer
making a tracked head rotation in HMD VR and non-HMD
VR. When she makes this head rotation in non-HMD VR
(e.g., while viewing a simulation on a large external display),
the visual motion expected to accompany her head-movement
will be produced immediately and correctly (because it is all
generated by her physical head rotation relative to the earthfixed display). That is, she will effectively experience no DVP.
By contrast, when she later makes the same head rotation in
HMD VR, the expected visual motion will now be delayed by
12 During head rotations, all visual scene elements will move across the user’s
retinas at similar speeds (irrespective of simulated depth or eccentricity). By
contrast, during head translations, there will be a gradient of retinal velocity,
with the simulated nearer scene elements moving faster and further than those
simulated to be further away (Gibson, 1950).

11 E.g., the otolith-ocular reflex (∼32 ms) tends to be triggered later than the
vestibulo-ocular reflex (∼8.6 ms).
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FIGURE 3 | Explanations of the adverse effects of display lag during HMD VR. (A) When this person physically rotates her head in pitch this movement will generate
consistent/redundant visual and non-visual information. (B) However, when she makes the same head movements in HMD VR, display lag will generate Differences in
her Virtual (pink) and Physical (green) head orientation (DVP). We propose that large magnitude, time-varying DVP will automatically trigger cybersickness in
susceptible users. (C) This DVP will also bias the perceived orientation of the ground plane (pink) relative to its true orientation (green). As the DVP (and orientation
bias) will change over time, they will be consciously perceived by the HMD user as scene instability.

Summary of Predictions

the system’s display lag (since the HMD’s screens move with
her head and the expected visual motion is computer generated
in this case). The longer and more variable this display lag
is, the more provocative the DVP should be for cybersickness.
However, since there is some (as opposed to no) DVP, this
explains why HMD VR is more provocative than non-HMD
VR. It is important to note however that such differences in
display lag/DVP only occur during head rotations. During head
translations, the visual consequences of the user’s head motions
are similarly delayed for both types of VR (because the expected
visual motion parallax12 must be computer generated). While
this display lag should cause DVP during both types of VR, it
should be less provocative than that generated by head rotations
in HMD VR (as explained above). Thus, we propose that HMD
VR is more provocative for cybersickness than non-HMD VR
primarily because it produces some (as opposed to no) DVP
during head rotations.

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org

Our DVP hypothesis predicts that faster head movements and
HMD VR systems with longer/more variable display lags should
both increase the likelihood and severity of cybersickness in
susceptible users. Active HMD users should therefore be less
tolerant to the same display lag when making faster headmovements. These users should also be more likely to become
sick when making head rotations as opposed to head translations.
During both active and passive HMD VR, we also expect the
likelihood of cybersickness to increase when the users’ heads are
free (as opposed to restrained), and when they are standing freely
(as opposed to seated).
All the above predictions are for display lag effects on
cybersickness. However, our hypothesis predicts that provocative
DVP will sometimes occur when there is minimal display lag
(e.g., ∼4 ms; which is possible using an ideal system with display
optimizations, impoverished scene content, as well as ATW
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separation—see Equation 1). Then we would obtain their yaw,
pitch, and roll angular head orientation data from this view
matrix (in Euler angles) using the mathematical transformations
shown in Equations (2)–(4):

and predictive tracking software techniques—Feng et al., 2019).
As noted above, vection in physically restrained HMD users
could produce provocative DVP without any display lag effects.
However, movement calibration errors during active HMD VR
could also generate provocative time-varying patterns of DVP
(e.g., when the user’s real-to-virtual head movement gain is not
at unity).
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Our Approach for Testing the DVP Hypothesis
Our experiments on cybersickness have often examined the
effects of imposing additional constant lags (from 0 to ∼200 ms)
on top of the baseline system lag (of ∼4 ms in Feng et al.,
2019, Kim et al., 2020, and Palmisano et al., 2019). The different
display lag conditions used in these studies were created using
the memory buffer method described in the next section Memory
Buffer Method for Imposing Additional Constant Display Lag.
Our use of this method also allowed us to objectively estimate
the user’s DVP throughout each trial (based on comparisons
of their tracked head pose at different times in the trial). The
exact procedure we used to calculate this DVP time series data
is described in the following section Method for Estimating DVP
Due to Display Lag.

(2)
(3)
(4)

As the participant was asked to make pitch head movements
in this case, we could estimate their DVP using only the pitch
orientation data for the trial (ignoring the smaller differences in
yaw and roll head orientation shown in Figure 5A)13 . However,
we would first need to know the display lag for the trial. As added
lag was injected into the system using the memory buffer method
outlined in the previous section, this could be approximated
as the temporal offset between the time of writing to, and
the time of reading from, the memory buffer. In other words,
the added lag would be the element length N of the memory
array used for that trial. This temporal offset (in frames) would
then be used to simulate the user’s virtual head orientation
in pitch throughout the trial (Figure 5B). At each instant, the
participant’s physical head orientation would be estimated as
their recorded pitch head orientation for that time, and his/her
virtual head orientation would be estimated as their recorded
pitch head orientation from a time N frames earlier. The DVP
experienced at this time could then be calculated as the difference
in head orientation between these two estimates. Figure 5C
shows an example of the DVP time series data estimated from
the original data shown in Figure 5A. Similarly, Figure 5D
shows the unsigned magnitudes of this DVP. Based on our
hypothesis, we would expect cybersickness to be more likely
and severe as the peak and standard deviation of this estimated
DVP increases.

Memory buffer method for imposing additional constant
display lag
Before each trial, a circular memory array (of element length
N) was constructed to store the user’s head tracking data (see
Figure 4). The user’s head position and orientation data were
then continuously sampled from the HMD sensors over the
course of the trial. These data were written to the memory array
on every single frame.
In the example shown in Figure 4 below, current head
position and orientation data are being written to the array
element located at index ti . They will be held there until all head
pose data written earlier have been used for rendering. Next, the
array counter will be incremented to read the head pose data
stored at index ti+1 . These data from ti+1 are then used to update
the user’s virtual environment.
As can be seen in Figure 4, small constant increments in
display lag can be added to the system simply by increasing the
number of elements in this circular memory array. In the case of a
single element array (N = 1), there will be no additional imposed
display lag (i.e., the scene updates should only be delayed by
the system’s baseline lag). However, when using an 18-element
array there will be an additional delay of 18 frames on top of the
system’s baseline lag (resulting in ∼200 ms imposed lag + ∼4 ms
baseline lag = ∼204 ms in our experiments; as HMDs with a
90 Hz refresh rate were used; either the Oculus Rift CV1 or the
Oculus Rift S).

Empirical Support for the DVP Hypothesis
Kim et al. (2020) recently used the approach outlined above
to test our DVP hypothesis for cybersickness. In this study, 30
participants were asked to make continuous oscillatory pitch
head movements (Figure 6, Top Right) while viewing a “Tronlike” virtual room environment through an Oculus Rift CV1
HMD (Figure 6, Left). On different trials: (1) we examined the
effects of imposing additional constant lags (ranging from 0 to
∼200 ms) on top of the baseline system lag (of ∼4 ms; using
the memory buffer method described in the section Memory
Buffer Method for Imposing Additional Constant Display Lag);

Method for estimating DVP due to display lag
Let us assume that a participant made continuous oscillatory
pitch head movements at 0.5 Hz during a VR exposure lasting
12 s (similar to one of the conditions in our recent Kim et al.,
2020 study). After the participant completed the trial, we would
first use the rotation vectors from their HMD sensor data to build
a 3D view matrix for each eye (to account for their interocular
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13 DVP could also be estimated based on orientation differences across all three
axes, or even based on the differences in position and orientation across these axes.
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FIGURE 4 | The memory buffer method used to impose system lag in our studies. HMD sensor data are written to memory at the current index (ti ). The index is then
incremented to read the next element for updating the display. Incrementing beyond the last array element (i.e., N-1) resets the index to 0. Increasing the total number
of elements in the array (N) above 1 allows us to increase display lag above the baseline latency.

FIGURE 5 | This depicts the method used to estimate DVP in Kim et al. (2020). (A) An example of the yaw, pitch and roll head orientation time series data produced by
a participant oscillating their head in pitch for 12 s. (B) Shows both the recorded (physical) and estimated virtual (virtual) pitch head orientation data for the participant
across the trial. In order to estimate the effects of display lag on virtual head pose, these simulated data were assumed to be the same as the recorded head pose from
a time N frames earlier. (C) Shows the per-sample DVP over the course of the entire trial. (D) Shows the unsigned differences in this DVP over the same time period.

mean unsigned DVP also increased with the participant’s head
speed, the finding that cybersickness was greater in the 1.0 Hz
(compared to the 0.5 Hz) conditions was also interpreted as
support for our hypothesis.
In this paper we propose that large magnitude, time-varying
DVP is the trigger for cybersickness. However, Kim et al. (2020)
only reported mean unsigned DVP in their recent cybersickness
study. Thus, we re-examined their data to see whether peak DVP
(Figure 7C) and the standard deviation of the DVP (Figure 7D)
also predicted cybersickness [For a description of these new
analyses and statistics please see our Supplementary Materials
document: “1. Relationships between DVP and Cybersickness in
the Kim et al. (2020) study”]. Consistent with our hypothesis,
both the peak and the standard deviation of the DVP were
found to have significant positive linear relationships with
cybersickness severity.

and (2) our participants made either fast (1.0 Hz) or slow (0.5 Hz)
head movements with approximately equal amplitudes. Head
pose time series data (obtained from the HMD’s sensors) and
cybersickness severity ratings (using the Fast Motion Sickness
scale; Keshavarz and Hecht, 2011b14 ) were recorded for each trial.
After participants completed the experiment, we then estimated
their DVP time-series data for each trial using the method
outlined in the section Method for Estimating DVP Due to Display
Lag. As can be seen in Figure 7A, the unsigned mean of this DVP
increased with both the imposed display lag and the participants’
head speed for the trial. Consistent with our DVP hypothesis,
we reported a strong positive linear relationship between mean
unsigned DVP and cybersickness severity (Figure 7B). Since
14 Cybersickness was also confirmed using the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(Kennedy et al., 1993).
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FIGURE 6 | (Left) Representation of the “Tron-like” virtual environment used in both Kim et al. (2020) and Palmisano et al. (2019). Note that the background used in
the actual simulation was black (not white). (Top Right) This shows the continuous pitch head-movements made during HMD VR in the Kim et al. (2020) study;
(Bottom Right) This shows the continuous yaw head movements made in the Palmisano et al. (2019) study.

the standard deviation of the DVP and cybersickness severity
(Figure 8C). Positive relationships were also observed between
the DFA α values and cybersickness severity ratings (Figure 8D).
However, in contrast to the other three DVP measures, these
relationships involving DFA α did not remain significant after
statistical corrections were made for multiple comparisons.

The above findings (and our new analysis) provide evidence
that DVP can be used to predict cybersickness in HMD VR
during pitch head rotations. To investigate whether DVP can also
predict cybersickness during yaw head rotations, we re-examined
the data from another of our recent studies. In this Palmisano
et al. (2019) study, 14 participants made continuous oscillatory
yaw head rotations (Figure 6, Bottom Right) while viewing the
same “Tron-like” virtual room through an Oculus Rift CV1
HMD (Figure 6, Left). The binocular viewing conditions of this
experiment were otherwise identical to those in the Kim et al.
(2020) study. After estimating the DVP time series data for
each trial, we calculated the unsigned mean, peak and standard
deviation of this DVP, and used detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA) to also examine its temporal dynamics. The DFA scaling
component (α) was calculated for each trial (this indicates the
relative distribution of the variance in the DVP across different
timescales15 ). We then investigated whether each of these
four different DVP indices were able to predict cybersickness
severity [For a description of these analyses and statistics
please again see our Supplementary Materials document: “2.
Relationships between DVP and Cybersickness in the Palmisano
et al. (2019) study”]. Consistent with Kim et al. (2020), we
again found significant positive linear relationships between the
mean unsigned DVP and cybersickness severity (Figure 8A).
We also found significant positive linear relationships between
peak DVP and cybersickness severity (Figure 8B) and between

Could Our Findings Be Explained by Other Theories
of Motion Sickness?
In the studies reviewed above, longer imposed display lags
and faster user head speeds were both shown to increase the
magnitude and variability of the HMD user’s DVP (Figure 7A).
Consistent with the predictions of our DVP hypothesis, both
manipulations also resulted in more severe cybersickness. Below
we consider whether these cybersickness findings could also be
explained by any of the other theories of motion sickness.

Vection conflict hypothesis
According to this hypothesis: (1) vection is required for
cybersickness; and (2) cybersickness severity should increase
with vection strength. However, in both the Kim et al. (2020)
and Palmisano et al. (2019) studies, participants were always
simulated to be seated and stationary inside a virtual room.
The only motion stimulation they experienced during their
brief 12 s exposures to HMD VR was generated by their own
physical head motions (as well as the visual consequences of
the display lag). While they should have experienced little to no
vection under these conditions, they still reported cybersickness
in both studies. Interestingly, their cybersickness severity ratings
were quite similar to those in Feng et al. (2019), even though
the conditions in that study were much more likely to induce

15 DFA α values greater than 0.5 indicate that an autocorrelation has occurred
at some timescale in the data. An α of 1 represents the maximum possible selfsimilarity. As α increases above 1, a greater proportion of the fluctuations occur at
longer time scales. As α was always 1.47 or greater in Palmisano et al. (2019), the
fluctuations in the DVP over time appear to be most similar to Brownian noise.
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FIGURE 7 | Relationships between display lag (ms), DVP (in degrees) and cybersickness severity ratings (0–20) during pitch head rotation in the Kim et al. (2020) HMD
VR study. Data is shown separately for slow (0.5 Hz; hollow points) and fast (1.0 Hz; solid points) head speed conditions. (A) Mean unsigned DVP increased with both
the level of imposed display lag and the participant’s head speed (error bars represent standard errors of the mean). For both the fast and slow head speed
conditions, cybersickness severity ratings increased with the mean unsigned DVP (B), the peak DVP (C), and the standard deviation of the DVP (D).

vection16 (Figures 2A–C show the cybersickness ratings for
the Feng et al., 2019, Palmisano et al., 2019 and Kim et al.,
2020 studies, respectively). Thus, the findings of the Kim
et al. (2020) and Palmisano et al. (2019) studies do not
appear to support either prediction (1) or (2) of this vection
conflict hypothesis.

However, only pitch head movements should have produced
significant instability in their perceived orientation (and that of
the ground) relative to gravity. Therefore, the subjective vertical
conflict hypothesis predicts that: (1) cybersickness should be
more severe in the Kim et al. study; and (2) any cybersickness in
the Palmisano et al. study would be due to inadvertent pitch and
roll (but not yaw) head motions. Contrary to both predictions,
pitch rotation conditions were not more provocative than yaw
rotation conditions. In fact, cybersickness severity ratings were
similar for equivalent levels of display lag and head speed (see
Figures 2B,C). As was noted above, significant cybersickness was
also found in the Feng et al. (2019) study (see Figure 2A). Like the
Palmisano et al. (2019) study, this was also focused on the effects
of display lag on cybersickness during yaw head rotations. Thus,
the findings of the Kim et al. (2020) and Palmisano et al. (2019)

Subjective vertical conflict hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, only sensory conflicts that affect the
subjective vertical should cause cybersickness. In the Kim et al.
(2020) study, participants made pitch head movements, whereas
in Palmisano et al. (2019) they made yaw head movements.
16 The

participants in this study were simulated to be moving forwards at a
constant velocity.
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FIGURE 8 | Data from the binocular viewing conditions of the Palmisano et al. (2019) HMD VR study. Participants in this study made continuous slow (0.5 Hz; hollow
points) and fast (1.0 Hz; solid points) head rotations in yaw. For both head speed conditions, cybersickness severity ratings increased with the mean unsigned DVP
(A), the peak DVP (B), the standard deviation of the DVP (C), and the DFA α for the DVP (D).

this hypothesis, cybersickness was still found to occur in
both studies.

studies do not appear to support either prediction (1) or (2) of
the subjective vertical conflict hypothesis.

The poison hypothesis

Rest frame conflict hypothesis

According to this hypothesis, vomiting, retching, and related
responses should occur during sensory conflicts which suggest
we have ingested poison. None of the participants vomited in
either the Kim et al. (2020) or the Palmisano et al. (2019) studies.
Also, as noted previously, the poison hypothesis cannot be used
to make testable predictions about the effects of stimulus factors
or the development of predicted symptoms.

According to this hypothesis, cybersickness should only occur
when sensory conflict prevents the stable perception of a
single rest frame. In both the Kim et al. (2020) and
Palmisano et al. (2019) studies, participants only saw a
wireframe ceiling and ground plane (the rest of their virtual
environment was completely black; see Figure 6, Left). These
environmental surfaces were always simulated to be stationary.
Thus, since all of their visual motion was produced by
the user’s head motions, there should have been little or
no rest frame conflict and cybersickness in either study
(as both surfaces should have appeared to move together
in a rigid fashion, they could have effectively served as a
single rest frame). However, contrary to the predictions of
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The eye-movement theory
This theory predicts that cybersickness is triggered by excessive
extraocular eye-muscle traction. As we did not record participant
eye-movements in the Kim et al. (2020) and Palmisano et al.
(2019) studies, it is not possible to directly relate their DVP and
cybersickness findings to this theory. Increasing the participant’s
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and Palmisano, 2020). Currently, our DVP hypothesis does not
have a specific mechanism to explain individual differences in
cybersickness during HMD VR. In principle, such findings could
be due to differences in user sensitivities to motion, visualvestibular conflict or even the specific patterns of DVP produced
by HMD VR. Vestibular thresholds for angular acceleration
appear to vary quite widely in healthy individuals across studies
(e.g., from 0.035 to 4 deg s−2 ; Clark and Stewart, 1970; Guedry,
1974; MacNeilage et al., 2010). This is (in part) because there
appear to be significant individual differences in vestibular
motion detection/discrimination thresholds (Clark and Stewart,
1970; MacNeilage et al., 2010; Roditi and Crane, 2012; Valko
et al., 2012). Thus, one possibility is that users who are more
sensitive to physical head pose/motion are also more susceptible
to cybersickness due to DVP.
Alternatively, it may be that DVP can only explain withinsubject effects on cybersickness (such as the effects of increasing
the magnitude of the display lag or the speed of the user’s head
movement). In order to explain known/possible age (e.g., Cao
et al., 2019), sex (e.g., Munafo et al., 2017) and other betweensubject effects on cybersickness in HMD VR, we may need to
look to other existing theories for inspiration. For example,
if DVP is treated as non-redundant multisensory stimulation,
then our hypothesis is potentially compatible with the postural
instability theory of motion sickness. According to this view: (1)
the preconscious pickup of large amplitude time-varying DVP
could signal that the user’s head pose is unstable; and (2) the
automatic postural activity produced by this DVP could then
increase the likelihood of him/her becoming posturally unstable
and cybersick. Individual differences in the user’s natural stability
could then determine how destabilizing these automatic postural
responses are, and how quickly he/she can return to a state
of relative stability/wellness. Consistent with this idea, several
recent HMD VR studies have found that individuals who are
naturally unstable are more likely to become sick (Munafo et al.,
2017; Arcioni et al., 2019; Risi and Palmisano, 2019; Teixeira
and Palmisano, 2020). Each of these studies first examined their
participants’ spontaneous postural activity when standing quietly
before entering HMD VR. In all four studies, pre-exposure
postural activity was found to differ between the participants who
later became sick and those who remained well during HMD
VR. These findings suggest that it might be possible to predict
susceptibility to cybersickness (before any exposure to HMD
VR) based on individual differences in natural spontaneous
postural stability.

DVP (by increasing the display lag or having them make faster
head movements) should have altered their eye-movements and
retinal motion, which could conceivably have increased the
likelihood of cybersickness. However, we note that some sickness
was still experienced in the slow head movement, baseline display
lag conditions of both studies (see Figures 2B,C). It does not
seem likely that these conditions would have produced enough
eye-muscle traction to trigger such symptoms.

Postural instability theory
As we did not record postural activity during HMD VR
in either study, we cannot directly relate their DVP and
cybersickness findings to this theory. However, it is possible
that the preconscious pickup of time-varying DVP triggered
postural activity and instability in our participants, which in turn
generated the cybersickness reported in the Kim et al. (2020) and
Palmisano et al. (2019) studies. This possibility will be discussed
in more detail in the section DVP and Individual Differences in
Cybersickness below.

Reconciling our DVP Hypothesis With Well-Known
Findings
There are still several well-known cybersickness findings that our
hypothesis has yet to explain. Below we attempt to reconcile two
of these findings with our DVP hypothesis.

DVP and adaptation to cybersickness
Currently our DVP hypothesis does not have a specific
mechanism that explains why cybersickness adapts/habituates
with repeated exposures to provocative stimuli. However, if
our proposed trigger for cybersickness (DVP) is treated as a
sensory conflict involving head pose, then a neural mismatch
type explanation (see the section on Sensory Rearrangement
Theory) could work for our hypothesis as well. When users
move in HMD VR, it would be assumed that their DVP is
continuously compared to the expected multisensory stimulation
for the movement. Thus, upon first entering HMD VR, users
should be more likely to experience cybersickness, because at this
time, their expected stimulation will be what they would normally
experience in the real world. This should result in a significant
neural mismatch, as the actual stimulation they are receiving has
DVP due to display lag. However, with repeated exposures to
HMD VR, users should gradually become recalibrated to this
DVP, resulting in a little less neural mismatch and cybersickness
on each subsequent exposure. If this explanation is valid, then
according to our hypothesis, it should be easier to adapt to the
DVP produced by adding constant and periodic display lags to
HMD VR than to the DVP produced by random latency spikes.
This would therefore be an important topic for future research on
our DVP hypothesis.

Benefits of Studying Cybersickness Using DVP
Below, we compare our approach to studying cybersickness
to traditional approaches based on sensory conflict and
postural instability.

DVP and individual differences in cybersickness

Comparing DVP and conflict approaches

When presented with the same HMD VR simulation, some
users are much more likely to become sick, and also experience
this sickness more severely, than others (Munafo et al., 2017;
Arcioni et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2019; Clifton and Palmisano,
2019; Risi and Palmisano, 2019; Curry et al., 2020; Teixeira

If one treats DVP as an intersensory conflict regarding head
pose, then our proposed approach has some advantages over
traditional conflict-based approaches to cybersickness. Instead
of merely speculating about the presence, or degree, of sensory
conflict in a condition (like many past studies), our approach
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Future Directions and Implications
Future studies on DVP and cybersickness

allows researchers to quantify the amount of DVP produced
during each exposure to HMD VR. This metric is an objective
measure of the stimulation rather than an internal model of
the HMD user’s sensory processing. In the sections on Memory
Buffer Method for Imposing Additional Constant Display Lag and
Method for Estimating DVP Due to Display Lag, we show how
objective estimates of the DVP produced by display lag can be
calculated from the participant’s own head tracking data for each
trial. Using such estimates, it should be possible to determine
whether a particular VR condition is likely to be provocative (or
not) for cybersickness. This determination could be based on the
patterns of DVP that such conditions: (1) have generated in the
past with other HMD users, or (2) are currently being generated
while the user is actively experiencing HMD VR.

In this paper, we proposed that cybersickness in HMD VR
is triggered by large magnitude, time-varying DVP. However,
a considerable amount of research still needs to be done to
investigate and validate our DVP hypothesis.
Identifying precursors of cybersickness based on DVP. Our
research to date has focused on the relationship between DVP
and cybersickness severity. We still need to determine the
exact nature of the changes in DVP that initially trigger this
cybersickness. In such a study, participants would need to remain
in active HMD VR until either their first report of cybersickness
or the simulation times out. Then the estimated DVP for the
trial could be analyzed using a windowing procedure similar
to that used by Dong et al. (2011). For sick participants, we
would calculate summary and temporal dynamic measures of the
DVP for the first, middle and final Y seconds of the trial. For
those who remained well, we would also calculate those measures
for the same average time windows. This would allow us to
identify triggering changes in the DVP by: (1) comparing the sick
participant’s DVP measures in their final window to those in their
first and middle windows; and (2) comparing DVP measures in
the final windows for sick and well participants.

Comparing DVP and postural instability approaches
Our approach also appears to have some practical advantages
over approaches using postural instability. According to postural
instability theory, motion sickness is caused by prolonged
postural instability of either the body or its segments. So,
researchers using this approach must carefully examine both
the spatial magnitudes and the temporal dynamics of their
users’ head, body and limb movements during HMD VR.
There is also another obstacle to understanding cybersickness
based on postural instability. Unfortunately, what constitutes
postural stability and instability is currently not well-understood
(e.g., there are more than nine different proposed operational
definitions or “signatures” of postural instability; Riccio and
Stoffregen, 1991). This makes it difficult to determine whether
a change in the user’s postural activity represents an increase in
their postural instability or not. For example, an increase in their
gross body motion alone would not be sufficient (as the postural
activity in this case might be well-controlled/deterministic as
opposed to random/chaotic). Researchers would therefore need
to look for additional evidence of an increase in postural
instability (such as changes in physiological tremor, spreading
instability across joints, or increasing variability in the phase
relations between the various degrees of freedom involved in
the movement).
By contrast, our DVP approach to cybersickness is only
focused on the user’s head movements, not on the movements
of their body or their limbs. This focus on the head seems
particularly appropriate for HMD VR, given the greater influence
that tracked head movements have on the user’s point of view and
avatar. We have shown that cybersickness can be predicted by
simple summary measures of time-varying DVP (e.g., its mean,
peak and standard deviation). If the HMD user is asked to make
head rotations about a single axis (e.g., pitch), these predictions
appear to hold even when DVP is only calculated using the head
orientation data for that same axis (i.e., ignoring any differences
in yaw and roll head orientation in the case of this example).
Thus, as our DVP hypothesis provides a simpler operational
definition of the provocative stimulation during HMD VR,
it should be much easier to identify and examine possible
DVP-based precursors of cybersickness compared to possible
precursors of sickness based on postural instability.
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Periodic and jittering display lags. In our studies to date DVP was
always manipulated by introducing additional constant display
lag into the system. Research is therefore still needed to determine
the effects that periodic and jittering display lag have on DVP and
cybersickness during active HMD VR. Such studies could use a
similar approach to that outlined in the section on Our Approach
for Testing the DVP Hypothesis. Researchers could inject artificial
periodic/jittering lag on top of the HMD’s baseline system lag,
and then, using time-stamped information about the added lag,
they could estimate the DVP experienced at each instant from the
user’s own head tracking data. Summary and temporal dynamics
measures based on this DVP could then be compared to the user’s
cybersickness ratings.
Other types of head movements. Thus far, we have only examined
the relationship between DVP and cybersickness when users
make continuous yaw and pitch head rotations. Thus, we still
need to examine the effects of head rotations in roll and
head translations during HMD VR. While we expect that the
relationships observed for yaw and pitch head movements should
also generalize to roll, it is predicted that the DVP produced
by head translations will be substantially less provocative
for cybersickness.
For angular head movements like those made in our HMD
VR studies (Feng et al., 2019; Palmisano et al., 2019; Kim
et al., 2020), frequency also appears to be important. For
example, Grabherr et al. (2008) found that the vestibular
thresholds for discriminating left-right yaw rotations were
quite similar within the range of 0.5–5 Hz (∼0.6–0.7 deg
s−1 ). However, vestibular discrimination thresholds were much
higher for movements of 0.2 Hz or less (e.g., the minimum
velocity required for direction discrimination was 2.8 deg s−1
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reaching the threshold for sickness or allowing him/her time to
recover from any sickness that has been triggered.

on average for a 0.05 Hz movement). The relative precision
of vestibular (compared to visual) thresholds also appears to
depend on head movement frequency. For example, Karmali
et al. (2014) found that for physical rotations between 0.1
and 1 Hz, vestibular thresholds appear to be higher than visual
thresholds for discriminating roll motion direction. However,
this relationship appears to reverse for physical movements above
2 Hz, with vestibular thresholds appearing to be lower than visual
thresholds. So it will be important to examine whether the current
cybersickness findings for 0.5 and 1.0 Hz generalize to other head
movement frequencies.
It will also be important to examine the relationship
between DVP and cybersickness during free/naturalistic head
movements—e.g., using virtual search tasks similar to those in
Kinsella et al. (2016), St. Pierre et al. (2015) and Stauffert et al.
(2018).

Will cybersickness disappear as baseline system lags
are reduced?
It is now possible to achieve an effective display lag of ∼3–
4 ms in HMD VR. However, some participants still report
sickness symptoms even under these minimal lag conditions
(see Figures 2A–C). Studies testing recent commercial VR games
also continue to find quite high rates of sickness in their users
even when modern HMD systems are used (e.g., Yildirim, 2019a;
Teixeira and Palmisano, 2020). As noted earlier, provocative DVP
can still be produced when baseline lag is artificially reduced
to very low levels. We believe that latency spikes are the most
likely explanation for cybersickness in this situation. According
to our hypothesis, the change in DVP produced by brief latency
spikes should be sufficient to trigger sickness in susceptible users.
Consistent with this proposal, latency spikes have been shown to
exacerbate cybersickness in HMD VR, even when participants do
not notice them (Stauffert et al., 2018). Thus, researchers need
to better understand the DVP generated by this unpredictable
display lag. However, even when lag is adequately compensated,
other errors in tracking the moving viewpoint could also produce
provocative DVP. For example, ocular parallax produces small
shifts in the effective vantage point during large eye movements
(Mapp and Ono, 1986; Bingham, 1993). The high magnification
of the near-eye displays used in HMDs can amplify these effects,
but this DVP is not typically modeled when rendering HMD
displays (Kudo and Ohnishi, 2000; Jones et al., 2015; Konrad
et al., 2020). The above considerations therefore suggest that
software techniques which artificially reduce the effective display
lag (e.g., ATW) will not be a complete solution to cybersickness
in HMD VR.

Different ways to estimate DVP. In our studies to date we asked
participants to rotate their head in either pitch or yaw, and
then we estimated their DVP based simply on the changes in
head orientation along that same axis. However, this approach
ignored the DVP produced by their linear head motions and any
head rotations about the other two axes. Future research and
analysis are therefore needed to determine whether calculating
the combined DVP across all three axes (x,y,z) and both types
of head movements (rotation and translation) improves the
prediction of cybersickness in HMD VR.
Effects of DVP on eye-movements and postural instability. Finally,
the effects of DVP on both the user’s eye-movements and their
postural stability also need to be investigated. For example, eyemovement recordings made during HMD VR could be used to
determine the extent to which DVP generates nystagmus and
errors in gaze holding during head rotation. Similarly, center
of foot pressure recordings during HMD VR could be used
to determine how the user’s DVP affects their overall postural
activity, as well as their head movements and experiences
of cybersickness.

Implications for HMD based augmented reality (AR)
While this paper has focused on the cybersickness experienced in
HMD VR, display lag can also be a problem for HMD AR (Bajura
and Neumann, 1995; Yokokohji et al., 2000). For example, with
video-see through HMDs, delay in the video camera feed can
introduce an additional source of display lag. When the user
makes a head-movement, their delayed camera images will often
not match the virtual scene content. Different parts of the visual
display will appear to be moving at different speeds (depending
on whether they are real or virtual), promoting perceived scene
instability and further increasing the likelihood of cybersickness.
In a recent study, Freiwald et al. (2018) showed that cybersickness
in HMD AR could be considerably reduced by imposing an
additional constant delay to their HMD’s tracking system so
that it matched the latency of the video stream. By minimizing
the discrepancies between visual real world and virtual scene
content motion, this “CamWarp” technique should have reduced
the users’ perceived scene instability. However, it should have
had little effect on their virtual head pose, as this would have
been determined by the motion of their visual background. Since
CamWarp only delayed the virtual foreground scene content, the
user’s DVP should have been largely unaffected by this technique.
This intriguing finding suggests that perceived scene instability

Possible role of DVP in mitigating cybersickness
In a laboratory context, DVP should allow researchers to
precisely predict the effects that different HMD VR conditions
will have on cybersickness. Researchers could extrapolate the
likelihood/severity of cybersickness in a particular experimental
HMD VR condition based on the user’s own DVP and
sickness data (e.g., obtained during past exposures to similar
conditions/simulations). However, we believe that DVP could
also be useful outside the laboratory. In the future, DVP could be
used to mitigate (or even prevent) the cybersickness experienced
when using commercial HMD VR apps. For example, real-time
estimates of the user’s DVP calculated during the exposure could
be used to provide warnings whenever he/she makes potentially
provocative head movements. Alternatively, developers could
script the storyline of the HMD VR gameplay/experience to
intermix more and less provocative periods of DVP—with the
latter, calmer periods either being used to prevent the user from
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the journal Computers in Human Behavior and the
proceedings of VRST 2019. Requests to access these
datasets should be directed to juno.kim@unsw.edu.au and
stephenp@uow.edu.au.

also plays an important role in cybersickness in HMD-AR (i.e., in
addition to the user’s DVP).

CONCLUSIONS

ETHICS STATEMENT

There have been substantial improvements to HMD hardware
and software over the last decade. However, we are still far from
fully understanding the cause of cybersickness and how it can be
mitigated. This understanding is critical for HMD VR to reach
its full potential and make access to the technology a preferred
option for future ways of working (e.g., in education, training
and health). In this paper, we present a new hypothesis for
understanding cybersickness in HMD VR, based on Differences
in the user’s Virtual and Physical head pose (or DVP). We propose
that DVP is the primary cause of cybersickness in HMD VR (not
excessive eye-movements, or increases in postural instability, or
conflicts involving vection, subjective verticals and rest frames).
Our hypothesis is supported by empirical evidence that DVP can
be used to predict the effects of display lag and head speed on
cybersickness severity. Of the measures examined thus far, the
mean, peak and standard deviation of the DVP appear to be
the best predictors of cybersickness. However, we acknowledge
that the current data are limited. Using DVP researchers and
developers should be able to objectively estimate the likelihood
and severity of cybersickness in virtual environments viewed
using HMDs. It is hoped that in the future, estimates of this DVP
could also be used to mitigate (or even prevent) the cybersickness
experienced when using commercial HMD VR apps.
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